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 “Thought bubbles” show what people are thinking of these interactions (not necessarily what
you hoped! This picture book appeals to the visible strengths of college students on the
autism spectrum, with color photos of students demonstrating various social skills in the
correct (and sometimes incorrect) method. The abilities depicted are meant to be read, role-
played, corrected when required, role-played some more and, finally, to become practiced by
the pupil in real-life social circumstances.Winner of an iParenting Mass media Award! Useful
sections include: Conversation Building and Preserving Friendships Asserting Your Emotions
Conflict Resolution Asking Somebody Out on a Date Coping with School and Function Dealing
with Mistakes Working with Others?Compromising Job Interviewing Order the publication
alone or together with the Accompanying CD!)). (CD is meant to be used together with the
book as a teaching device. It contains all of the photos from the book but no text. The CD can
also be purchased by itself if you already own this book. Useful, engaging, and down-to-earth,
this is a valuable device to help teens navigate the often-mysterious rules of social conduct in
everyday situations.
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easy suggestions about learning how to socialize with peers I bought this book for my 13 yr
old child who has Aspergers in order to help her get ready for high school. As soon as I
showed her the reserve she started reading it immediately. Despite its title, additionally it is
excellent for make use of with middle school students. I've used it for all those with high panic
and low self-confidence as well as young people with learning issues., but what I love best
about this publication is that it provides pictures to greatly help her model the behavior we're
trying to teach her. Given she is a head strong 13 yr outdated she'd rather take a lesson from
something she reads or sees on her own, not from mother. My Teenager with Autism Loves
This! I've a 17-year-old with average to severe autism (verbal but unable to communicate in a
"normal" or typical manner, and intellectually disabled). This book is immensely ideal for him,
and he really enjoys searching through it! I've seen him apply the lessons learned in these
picture tales on a daily basis. HIGHLY recommend. We have the book for younger children-
and have used it for a long time. She and I, along with her therapist talk about how she should
strategy her peers, how to make friends etc. All possess found the reserve engaging and
helpful Great Resource Publication is insightful, helpful. I have a child with autism and can be
transitioning to high school in the fall . I would recommend this book for a person who actually
struggles with social skills, not one who is processing through the nuances of cultural
behavior. As a medical psychologist working with kids and adolescents on the autism
spectrum, I am recommending this publication to all of the teams, along with the original
Public Skills Picture Reserve for the younger children. Great book . Great, simple book This
book does an excellent job illustrating a few of the nuances of social skills. I must say i haven't
used it much. Recommend for all people who use adolescents identified as having PDD
Wonderful Resource. This publication is proving to become a good tool to get ready my child
for that leap... The only real problem I have with this book is with the degrees of my kids,
considering the webpages and understanding this is, and how to connect with real life was a
problem. It is provided in comic strip style, usually an incorrect way and the right way, for
some basic social abilities. It's a decent materials to use for a jump begin into topics. Great
source for adolescents! I ordered this publication to use with high school students diagnosed
with Aspergers. It was a great conversation beginner and helped those learners critically think
about social interactions. Additionally, a few students asked to create copies so they could
practice specific skills in the home. The thought bubbles give the reader an insight of what
each individual is thinking. This book is a wonderful resource for parents and support staff
dealing with people with autism spectrum disorders. It's has quick, simple, easy suggestions
about learning how exactly to socialize with peers. I'll not solve all the problems we anticipate
but it will give us(parents) ideas on how to deal with the problems. Very Valuable source for
teenagers or adults that do not get social situations. This book is AMAZING for children that
really don't get social situations. My 19 year old daughter and I experienced the publication
and she learned therefore much. We've talked about some of these situations over the years,
but my daughter loves to dismiss what I state :) It was good to see it in a book with photos. SO
VALUABLE! In addition they include what your partner is thinking when the wrong factor is
said or completed. Each circumstance is explained with images - the right response and the
incorrect response in a sociable situation and why the response isn't acceptable. The
circumstances covered in the publication relate with interactions at school - but these
interactions apply beyond school as well. My daughter is already using what she learned. Four
Stars as expected Five Stars Great resourceful book for Autism We have the publication for
younger children- and also have used . OK This book is ok. The pictures are reasonable which



is a nice change compared to most components out there. A must have reserve for clinicians
dealing with teens and young adults I recommend this book for anybody helping teens or
young adults develop the necessary skills for everyday life. Our son is in middle school now-
so this will be more appropriate. Great aid Helped my stepson who had DS.
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